
Bellow are 2 renders of a small sample cabinet. This cabinet is being used to show 
construction concepts. The texture is Cherry and the sheen  is about the equivalent  to a 
satin finish. The texture mapping was kept fairly simple as was the actual render. 
Though I think realistic renders are good for some things I generally like to avoid them, 
favoring more of a sketch like feeling.

The following is a cut-list generated from the drawing on the next page. The exploded 
views shown on the next page detail the basic concept of the cabinet construction.

 Yacht Cabinet Construction: The Basics

Components

Part# Quantity Description Length(X) Width(Y) Thickness(Z) Board Foot (per)Board Foot (total)Total Length (Feet)

C-1 2  end panel 36 1/2" 20 7/8" 3/4" 3.97 7.94 6.08

C-2 1  top 25 1/16"  21 9/32" 3/4" 2.78 2.78 2.09

C-3 2  box sides 36" 21 1/4" 15/32" 2.49 4.98 6

C-4 2  box bottom 24" 21 1/4" 15/32" 1.66 3.32 4

C-5 1  box back 36 1/2"  24" 1/4" 1.52 1.52 3.04

C-6 1  5 bottom  23 3/4" 9 3/16" 3/4" 1.14 1.14 1.98

C-7 1  1 top front  23 27/32" 6 1/16" 7/8" 0.88 0.88 1.99

C-8 3  mid face  23 3/4" 6 7/8" 3/4" 0.85 2.55 5.94

C-9 1  Group#3 21 1/4" 5 15/32"  3/4" 0.6 0.6 1.77

C-10 2  cornerpost 36 1/2" 1 1/2" 1 1/2" 0.57 1.14 6.08

C-11 1  c-rail front  27 13/16" 1 3/4" 1 1/2" 0.51 0.51 2.32

C-12 4  stretcher 23 1/2" 3 1/2" 3/4" 0.43 1.72 7.84

C-13 2  c-rail side  22 21/32" 1 3/4" 1 1/2" 0.41 0.82 3.78

C-14 2  panel filler 36 1/2" 2" 5/8" 0.32 0.64 6.08

C-15 1  toe kick front  21 1/2" 4"  15/32" 0.27 0.27 1.79

C-16 2  toe kick side 18 5/8" 4" 1/2" 0.26 0.52 3.1

C-17 1  toe front face  20 1/2" 4" 1/4" 0.14 0.14 1.71

C-18 2  toe kick side face~19" 4" 1/4" 0.13 0.26 3.16

C-19 2  toe corner 4" 7/8" 7/8" 0.02 0.04 0.66
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    This view shows all of the wood 
parts of the cabinet excluding drawer 
boxes. Though not shown in this 
document there are details for each 
of these parts. Along with the cut-list 
and some basic assembly 
information, this cabinet is ready to 
build. There are several paths this 
could take though a shop depending 
on the size of the company , skill of 
itʼs crew and overall structure and 
goals.
    This process can range from 
setting concepts and rules to making 
drawings and cut-lists for all of the 
components. Again this would vary 
with the needs and goals of the 
project and company.
   I do feel that whether the builder is 
in  China, Taiwan, or the US this kind 
of information can make a big 
difference in quality, consistency, 
production, and customer 
satisfaction.

   The detail to the right shows 
how the cabinet box is 
assembled. There would be 
additional standards set and 
some jigs and fixtures made to 
efficiently build these. If the 
dimensions and standards are 
followed there should be an 
absolute minimum of tweaking 
and adjustment to the reveals 
and latches after installation.

   Well that is just an minimal overview of the 
basics of setting up a cabinet system for a boat 
yard. This has only touched on a small number of 
the considerations. Honestly this is not the details 
most yacht carpenters or yacht building 
companies want to think about. They just want to 
get out on the floor and make wood chips and get 
billable hours. Unfortunately that tends to cost in 
more ways than they imagine.


